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Midwinter Meeting (2008 January : Philadelphia, Pa.)
Report on cataloging, etc. meetings


Machine-Readable Bibliographic Information Committee (MARBI)  Saturday morning, Sunday afternoon

Papers are arranged in numerical order, proposals first. As of 14 February 2008, the “status/comments” section includes the results of the MARBI meetings as well as post-meeting LC/LAC/BL review. The paper itself does not generally get edited to reflect any changes resulting from discussion, even insignificant typos.

Proposal 2008-01: Representation of the Dewey Decimal Classification (DDC) System in the MARC 21 formats  Most of the proposed changes were approved, with some editorial and other changes. Part 5 will allow for additional DDC numbers for access beyond the primary class number.

Proposal 2008-02: Definition of field 542 for facts related to copyright status in the MARC 21 bibliographic format  Passed with changes. An indicator will be defined for privacy, parallel to 541, 561, and 583. Information may refer to agency managing rights rather than to copyright holder, e.g., Artists Rights Society, VAGA.

Proposal 2008-03: Definition of first indicator value in field 041 (Language code) of the MARC 21 bibliographic format  The value “blank” was approved for those situations when the language of the resource is unspecified or unknown but it will be defined as “No information provided” rather than “Unspecified/unknown” as proposed.

Discussion Paper 2008-DP01: Identifying headings that are appropriate as added entries, but are not used as bibliographic main entries  This proposal came from VRA and ARLIS/NA and dealt with entities established in the Subject Authority File but which are needed as name entries. Currently, a building, structure, park or other non-jurisdiction which serves as an exhibition venue cannot be used as a main or added entry. Such a venue is often associated by the user (or cataloger) with an exhibition or event. This was one of the long-standing considerations as we art catalogers discussed issues with building headings. There was support for the first option of defining another heading use code in 008/14 to allow for coding a SAF entity as added entry. I had a brief conversation with Ana Cristán of the LC Cataloging Policy and Support Office about this and she took the matter to descriptive cataloging specialists at CPSO. They plan on editing SCM H405 and DCM Z1 so that if a Group 2 entity from H405 that is needed as a main or added entry can be established in NAF with a 667 stating “Subj. Cat. Manual/AACR2.” This is parallel to other entities that are not covered by AACR but which are currently established in NAF. This accomplishes much the same thing as the proposal for a new heading use code without the need for systems to learn how to validate a 7XX but exclude a 1XX. It would however open the door for building-as-main-entry which reopens the issue of headings for such objects as Holkham manuscripts. I anticipate that CAC will need to discuss this at the ARLIS/NA conference in Denver in May.

Discussion Paper 2008-DP02: Making field 440 (Series Statement/Added Entry--Title) obsolete in the MARC 21 Bibliographic Format  This was not the first time around for this idea. Any time we try to mix description and controlled access we get into trouble. The consensus of the discussion was that this should come back as a proposal. If approved, OCLC would probably systematically change 440s in bibliographic records to be 490/8XX pairs. OCLC currently only allows for controlling 8XX fields, not 440, so it would be advantageous for automated authority control to have more series tracings in 8XX. The Canadians would prefer that this be PCC policy rather than a format change. And indicator value of “blank” in 490 for “No information provided” was suggested. This could be used by those who merely want to transcribe the series statement.

Discussion Paper 2008-DP03: Definition of subfield $3 for recording information associated with series added entry fields (800-830) in the MARC 21 Bibliographic Format  There was general recognition that series added entries would be well-served by being able to code which issues are related to which series entries. We don’t currently code 7XXs in this way but rely on the description to clarify how an added entry to related to the resource. Perhaps the connection should be made through a subfield $3 in the 490 rather than in 8XX. My notes do not record if this will come back as described in the discussion paper or with $3 defined for 490, but there was support for the idea of subfielding this information.

Discussion Paper 2008-DP04: Encoding RDA, Resource Description and Access data in MARC 21  This paper marks the next step in our consideration of how the new cataloging code will be represented in MARC 21. At the same time, there is general recognition that a full implementation of RDA would probably stretch MARC to its breaking point. RDA part 3 deals with media type, carrier type, and content type. This information is currently carried in Leader and 00X bytes along with GMD and sometimes SMD. The field(s) that carry this information probably need to be of variable length. RDA will suggest terms but machine manipulation and sorting will need coding at a high level. Currently SMD and other terms are encoded in the 007 or elsewhere for manipulation. A new value will probably be proposed for multi-part monograph. Field 041 might be expanded to include details about scripts. Field 260 subfields might be added for distribution data. Indicators in 511 that were made obsolete may be resurrected to match RDA. Rather than a new value in Ldr/18 (descriptive cataloging form) for RDA, we might use “i” here and add “rda” as a value in 040 $e (this actually distinguishes the descriptive convention from the cataloging code which has been confusing in using “a” in Ldr/18 for AACR). We probably don’t need to change how we give relator terms or codes but current practice for printed materials is not to use them.

We need a data element for work/expression/manifestation/item. A work, in some eyes, is a sort of authority entity but since subjects are needed at the work level, we cannot split the world as we currently do between bibliographic and authority records.

Some principles on which consensus seemed to be reached: it would be good to have a distinct MARC element for each distinct RDA element; new elements in RDA should be new elements and not redefined elements from AACR and earlier rules; as we move toward a new data structure, we need granularity now in order to feed into the granularity of the new structure.

Business meeting and LC report  We will add vernacular script versions of headings to authority records using Model B. That is, the vernacular version will be a 4XX rather than parallel 880s as in bibliographic records. cf http://www.loc.gov/catdir/cpso/nonroman_announce.pdf
MARC Update 8 went to the Cataloging Distribution Service in January. Geographic area codes and other lists are being recoded in XML for easier use by other systems. The ALCTS non-English task force has asked MARBI to establish a group to look at proposals that would affect the MARC formats. This will be done. The Germans and Austrians have implemented a non-filing characters indicator though the Anglo-American community generally has not.


OCLC Enhance Sharing Session  Friday morning

Jay Weitz answered several questions which had been submitted before the session, with open questions about the topics and follow-on questions as appropriate. * Current practice with an ELvl 3 record with 042 value “dc” would be to leave “dc” but this may be changed; another 042 can be added if record has now been changed. * Some have argued that an undifferentiated name should not be controlled but Becky Dean suggests that it will be reviewed by OCLC staff when a name has been pulled from the grouping so better to control. Some undifferentiated names vary in fact but not in normalized form (Mccloud, McCloud); again, OCLC staff will try to do appropriate BFM for these names if necessary and controlling is suggested. * Genre headings could not be controlled but now can be as LC has started distributing relevant authority records. * Some analytics have been found that have the set title and contents note for just one volume; if found, such a record should be treated as record for volume in 505 (update for individual volume and/or report if duplicate). * LC distributed music sound recording records with ELvl 3 late last year; they have relatively complete 511s and 505s but lack controlled access points. * When upgrading a record, you are not responsible for data that is not in your universe, e.g., non-roman characters, MeSH. * Holdings do not currently link between language versions of records though OCLC is working on it. If you add holdings to non-English version of record, it may present problems since you will probably not be listed with bulk of holdings. OCLC is aware of duplicates of foreign-language records (German ones were mentioned). Prism had software to look for duplicates but it hasn’t been developed in Connexion yet. If a hybrid record is encountered, it may be recast into English rather than a parallel record.

Somewhere I heard that OCLC’s duplicate record detection program worked in Prism but hasn’t been developed for the Connexion client. Without RLG/RLIN doing duplicate detection anymore, duplicates that are identified must be sent to LC for record consolidation. OCLC is working on a Connexion version of the duplicate record detection program.


Technical Services Directors of Large Research Libraries Discussion Group (“Big Heads”)  Friday morning (in part)

John Attig (ALA rep to JSC) gave an update on RDA development: working group on the element set (Diane Hillmann and others) has been established; group on FRBR element set has also been formed; work continues on the online product (authoring system to be built in for JSC editing; new prototype may be out before ALA Annual in June); new reorganization of chapters with more alignment with FRBR which may make the online product easier but the print version more heavily redundant); hope for complete draft by July (complete except for mappings and some appendices). Implementation considerations: national libraries have committed to a joint and coordinated implementation; PCC will need to have guidelines (task force in the offing); ALCTS orientation and training task force to be formed. A discussion paper was on the MARBI agenda (http://www.loc.gov/marc/marbi/2008/2008-dp04.html) and the results of the MARBI discussion were posted on Valentine’s Day.

Bob Wolven gave a report on the LC Working Group on the Future of Bibliographic Control. The final report is available at http://www.loc.gov/bibliographic-future/






Committee on Cataloging: Description and Access (CC:DA)

CC:DA’s main business was discussing RDA. Full notes on CC:DA meetings are released eventually. These are just a few notes about things I found compelling during the discussions, not all of which I attended. See also the notes on John Attig’s summary at Big Heads just above.

Some things have been scattered in RDA, making them less easy than in AACR (hyperlinking will make this different but might not “solve” the confusion of scattering), e.g., 21.1B2 (rules for corporate entry). Series are not handled well, and should be part of other whole/part issues. FRAD looked at cataloger tasks and Tom Delsey (RDA author/editor) wrote rules about preferred access points (aka authorized headings) from end user needs. While this sounds like a good thing, it results in some disharmony between RDA and FRAD. An access point is not an element; it is a construction of elements, e.g., name, date, role, maybe title. Do we need the separation of subordinate bodies by government or non-government?

When we were looking at 11.2.0.9, I realized the explicit recognition of frequency for exhibition names, e.g, Whitney Biennial, Biennale di Venezia, had disappeared. Elizabeth Lilker and I worked on a comment that was vetted by CAC before being submitted to the CC:DA wiki.

The word “content” has disappeared (but may be the raison d’être for cataloging). Though there is significant pressure for a (concise) print edition, ALA Publishing is sensitive to the constraints in smaller libraries and developing countries. There will be options for relatively inexpensive single-subscriber versions of RDA (not that that helps if you don’t have reliable electricity).

The RDA page may be found at http://www.collectionscanada.gc.ca/jsc/rda.html


Cataloging Norms Discussion Group (ALCTS/CCS)  Saturday afternoon

Three presentations: Rebecca L. Lubas (MIT) on “Creating a Metadata Services Unit at MIT Libraries”; Charlene Chou (Columbia) on “Expanding the cataloger’s role in the era of global digital libraries”; Patricia Dragon (East Carolina) on “Authority control challenges presented by regional cultural heritage digitization projects”

Here’s a description from the NRMIG blog:
http://blogs.ala.org/nrmig.php?title=cataloging_norms_discussion_group&more=1&c=1&tb=1&pb=1

The overall theme was being creative and flexible, more risk-tolerant, visionary, collaborative. Some of it was quite encouraging.


Subject Analysis Committee  Sunday morning, Monday afternoon

The agenda is available at https://netfiles.uiuc.edu/qiangjin/www/ and several reports are linked to it. A few notes:

LC is building validation records which are not necessary according to traditional LCSH. They will assist authority processing vendors in validating a string such as “Art, Spanish -- 21st century -- Exhibitions” where both of the subdivisions are standard and/or free-floating. They are also building 450s on inherently legal headings so that catalogers will not add the unnecessary subdivision “Law and legislation.” Angela Sidman’s list of new/updated headings this month included a couple examples, e.g., Federal aid to the arts, Federal aid to historic sites. Presumably the same could be done for the subdivision “History” in all of the fine arts headings where it is an inappropriate subdivision.

LC will be adding a keyword index to http://authorities.loc.gov which will be very helpful.

The Classification and Subject Cataloging Policy Advisory Working Group of the Cataloging and Classification Standing Committee of the Technical Services Special Interest Section of the American Association of Law Libraries is using pbwiki -- http://lawgenre.pbwiki.com/ -- for their work on genre terms for law materials project (GTLMP). (Who says we use jargon?) I see potential for the work that the VRA Data Standards Committee might do for corraling development of controlled vocabularies. The Subcommittee on Genre/Form Implementation is also investigating using a wiki for tracking implementations and development of terms.

David Miller reported on subject analysis matters in the LC Future of Bib Control Working Group report. Sections 4..3.1 and 4.3.2 call for making LCSH a more flexible tool, building topical thesauri (hmm?), more correlation, post-coordination, inter-vocabulary crossings. Northwestern has a file of LCSH-to-MeSH (and/or vice versa) mappings. John Mitchell will check to see if the file can be used to build in more crossing here.

OCLC can control genre headings but there are certain restrictions which are explicated on http://www.oclc.org/support/documentation/connexion/client/authorities/authcontrol/default.htm.


Subject Analysis Committee. Subcommittee on FAST  Friday night

Ed O’Neill (OCLC) reported that all facets have now been built in the thesaurus. http://fast.oclc.org/ OCLC is using FAST in WorldCat Identities as well as the web services interface being developed in Terminologies. FAST records can be delivered in MARC or SKOS as well as a thesaurus format (Zephis?). The University of Florida has used FAST headings in their Digital Library of the Caribbean -- http://www.dloc.com/ENindex.html. Later in the spring, FAST will move from project status to ongoing maintenance. It was suggested that the SAC subcommittee might morph into an interest group to continue to advise OCLC and encourage applications. The manual is expected to be re-issued in April 2008.


SACO At Large  Sunday morning

The official summary at http://www.loc.gov/catdir/pcc/archive/SACOAtLarge08m.html covers the content well. 

LC has changed policy on allowing geographic subdivision on motion picture genre/form terms. They may not do it but the authority records will allow it. There was significant support for this change on the SAC list even though there are problems. For example, does French western film mean the movie was shot in France, the dialog is in French, the director is French, the story is set in France? An art parallel might be photography headings where we generally don’t divide the main genre headings by place, in most circumstances. One can certainly find records with “Landscape photography -- Montana” or “Documentary photography -- Brazil” but I’m not sure LC would do either of those. As opacs and other discovery tools move more to faceting, these issues might be helped by place with an attribute indicating the relationship to the resource or topic. Or maybe we’ll let the user disambiguate.

Since the meeting, I have conversed with John Mitchell, the SACO Program coordinator on the Coop Team, more about Art NACO libraries that want to contribute subject headings as a subset of their NACO work. Any MARC Organization Code on an incoming subject heading proposal must be backed by a SACO application. I used to be able to put in another library’s code if I was doing a proposal on their behalf. No more. The Morgan has filled out an application and I will send John Mitchell some text for an Art SACO page as soon as I can.


Report compiled by:
Sherman Clarke
New York University Libraries
sherman.clarke@nyu.edu


========================================

other ALA reports:
http://artcataloging.net/alagen.html


